Abstract. The paper presents a method of the development of operational semantics for imperative programming languages. It is based on the ontological approach to formal programming language specification implemented by information transition systems and conceptual transition systems. The method is illustrated by a fragment of the C language.
Introduction
Currently, there are tens of thousands of computer languages (programming languages, specification languages, domain-specific languages, scripting languages, markup languages, modeling languages, knowledge representation languages, and so on), and the creation of new computer languages continues. Formal methods are a means to ensure the correct and effective use of computer languages [2] . Application of formal methods to texts in these languages requires a formalization of these texts. Therefore, the development of formal semantics for computer languages is an important problem.
Operational semantics describing the abstract machine (AM[PL] for short) executing the instructions of a programming language (PL) on a set of states is generally used to formalize the language. The methodology for the development of the ontological operational semantics of PLs [1] based on conceptual transition systems (CTSs) was proposed in [3] . Like abstract state machines [4] (ASMs), CTSs allow states to be described in detail, but both these formalisms do not allow transitions to be described in detail. The languages AsmL [5] and XasM [6] based on ASMs are general-purpose languages for the specification of computer systems. They are not DSLs oriented to the description of transitions in AMs specifying operational semantics of PLs.
In this paper, we propose a method to elaborate this methodology. The development of operational semantics of a PL based on the method consists of two main stages. In the first stage, AM[PL] is described in the form of an information transition system [7] (ITS [PL] ). ITSs are information models for a preliminary rough representation of the AMs structure. The purpose of the informal description is to classify the objects of AM [PL] as states, state objects, information queries, query objects, answers, and answer objects of ITS [PL] . The states, queries and answers of ITS [PL] describe the states, instructions and returning values of AM [PL] , respectively. The state objects describe the objects observable in the states of AM [PL] (in particular, elements and substates of the states of AM [PL] ). The query objects and answer objects of ITS [PL] describe the elements constituting the instructions and returning values of AM [PL] , respectively. In the second stage, the formal conceptual information transition model [7] (CITM[PL]) of ITS [PL] in the language CTSL (Conceptual Transition System Language) [7] is defined. CITM [PL] includes representations of states, state objects, queries, query objects, answers, and answer objects in CTSL in the form of the conceptual structures (elements, conceptuals, concepts, attributes, individuals, conceptual states, and conceptual configurations) of CTSL, and an extension of CTSL [7] describing the operational semantics of query representations. Thus, the operational semantics of PL is defined in CTSL in conceptual (ontological) terms. Therefore, it is called the ontological operational semantics of PL [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. Notions and denotations used in this paper are given in Section 2. The operational semantics method for programming languages based on CTSs is described in Section 3. Sections from 4 to 8 describe the stages of the development of operational semantics based on the method for a fragment of the C language (CF).
Preliminaries
Let O b be the set of objects considered in this paper. Let S t be a set of sets. Assume that I nt , N t , N t0 and B l are the sets of integers, natural numbers, natural numbers with zero, and boolean values true and f alse, respectively. Let the names of sets be represented by capital letters, possibly with subscripts, and the elements of sets be represented by the corresponding small letters, possibly with extended subscripts. 3. The method of the development of ontological operational semantics for imperative programming languages
The development of operational semantics of l n in CTSL includes the following stages: [8] , exogenous transition order [7] and endogenous transition order [7] in CTSL[l n ]. They describe the order of execution of element interpretations and transitions.
Let In the following sections, we apply the method to the development of ontological operational semantics for a fragment of the C language defined by an abstract machine AM[C].
Description of ITS[C]
The set of proper state objects of ITS [C] 
Proper state objects in CTSL[C]
A name is represented by an instance of the concept name defined by the rule
The syntax and semantics of rules are defined in [7] . The predefined CTSL element (e l is normal) specifies that e l is a normal element [8] 
literal)).
A structure type is represented by an instance of the concept structure− type−literal defined by the rule
then (x matches y :: structure−type var (y))).
Let T p.s = [content structure−type−literal].
A pointer type is represented by an instance of the concept pointer− type−literal defined by the rule
(rule (x is pointer−type−literal) var (x) abn then (x matches (pointer y) where (y is type−literal)).
A function type is represented by an instance of the concept f unction− type−literal defined by the rule
where ((y is (sequence type−literal)) and (z is type−literal)))). 
A relative variable scope is represented by an instance of the concept scope defined by the rule
The predefined CTSL element (e l is nat0) specifies that e l ∈ N t0 . Let
An array is represented by an instance of the concept array−literal defined by the rule
then (x matches y :: array var (y) where (y is nat))).
A structure is represented by an instance of the concept structure− literal defined by the rule (rule (x is structure−literal) var (x) abn then (x matches y :: structure var (y) where (y is nat))).
A field is represented by an instance of the concept f ield−literal defined by the rule (rule (x is f ield−literal) var (x) abn then (x matches y :: f ield var (y))).
A function is represented by an instance of the concept f unction−literal defined by the rule (rule (x is f unction−literal) var (x) abn then (x matches y :: f unction var (y) where (y is name))).
A formal argument of a function is represented by an instance of the concept argument defined by the rule
Thus, formal function arguments are represented by variables. Let
A call level is represented by an instance of the concept call−level defined by the rule
A pointer is represented by an instance of the concept pointer−literal defined by the rule
. 
The information about blocks is represented by the substate block in configurations. The conceptual 
States in CTSL[C]
States are represented by configurations including the substates block and f unction and conceptuals defined in Section 5. These substates model information associated with blocks and functions, respectively.
Answers in CTSL[C]
The element of the form e l :: ex is called an exception. 
The element enter−block specifying the actions executed when the current configuration enters the block is defined by the rule (rule enter−block abn then current−scope + +).
The element current−scope + + is defined by the rule (rule current−scope + + abn then ((0 : scope) :: state :: block ::= ((0 : scope) :: state :: block + 1))).
The predefined CTSL element (c nptl ::= e l ) assigns the value of e l to the conceptual c nptl . The predefined CTSL element (e l.1 + e l.2 ) specifies the sum of e l.1 and e l.2 . The element (block−variables in (e l. * )) returning the sequence of the local variables defined in declaration statements that are the elements of e l. * is defined by the rules (rule (block−variables in ((var x y) z) ) var (x, y) seq (z) abn where ((x is variable−literal) and (y is type)) then (x :: q . + (block−variables in (z)))); (rule (block−variables in (x y)) var (x) seq (y) abn then (block−variables in (y))); (rule (block−variables in ()) abn then ()).
The predefined CTSL element (e l . + (e l. * )) adds the element e l to the head of the sequence (e l. * ).
The element (block−labels in (e l. * )) returning the sequence of the labels that are the elements of e l. * is defined by the rules (rule (block−labels in (x :: label y)) var (x) seq (y) abn then (x :: label :: q . + (block−labels in (y)))); (rule (block−labels in (x y)) var (x) seq (y) abn then (block−labels in (y))); (rule (block−labels in ()) abn then ()). 
Declarations
The element (f unction f n (a rg.1 : t p.1 The syntax and semantics of atomic transitions is defined in [7] .
The element (e l + :: C e l. The element (new−cc c ncp.c ) generates a new instance of the countable concept c ncp.c [7] . The element pointer−id is a countable concept specifying unique identifiers of addresses.
We have considered the ways of constructing the definitions for C expressions by the examples of some C operators. The construction of a definition for a function call can be found in [3] . The definitions for other C operators are constructed in a similar way.
Programs
The element sequence e l. 1 
Conclusion
The method presented in this paper describes the stepwise well-defined process of operational semantics development for imperative programming languages. Therefore, it can became a basis of the technology of operational semantics development for this class of languages. The fragment of the C language used as the case study for this method covers a representative set of constructs of procedural programming languages. Thus, the paper can be also considered as a cookbook on the development of operational semantics for procedural programming languages.
